Characterization of sucrose-glutamic acid Maillard products (SGMPs) degrading bacteria and their metabolites.
Two aerobic bacteria RNBS1 and RNBS3 capable to degrade and utilize sucrose-glutamic acid Maillard products (SGMPs) as carbon, nitrogen and energy source were isolated and characterized as Alcaligenes faecalis (DQ659619) and Bacillus cereus (DQ659620) respectively by 16S rRNA gene sequence analysis. In present study, mixed bacterial culture was found more effective compared to axenic culture RNBS1 and RNBS3 decolourizing 73.79%, 66.80% and 62.56% SGMPs, respectively. The SGMPs catabolizing enzyme was characterized as manganese dependent peroxidase (MnP) by SDS-PAGE yielding a single band of 43 KDa. Further, the LC-MS-MS and other spectrophotometric analysis have revealed that most of the SGMPs detected in control were diminished from bacteria treated samples. The disappearance of SGMPs from bacteria treated samples could be related with the degradation of SGMPs.